Box 1:

"Gab. Guevrekian, un autre architecte moderne" by Dominique Deshoulieres, Hubert Jeanneau, Jean-Michel Savignat & Elisabeth Vitou, January, 1981 - 26 page theme on his work and copies of documents & photographs in archives & collections, with bibliographies received from Center for Studies of the Development of Architectural Research in France, Nov. 8, 1982.

Biography-Obituaries

Clippings -
  January - July 1923 (Digital Surrogate)
  January - December 1924 (Digital Surrogate)
  January - December 1925 (Digital Surrogate)
  January - November 1926
  January - December 1927
  February - December 1928
  January - December 1929
  January - November 1930 (Digital Surrogate)
  January - November 1931 (Digital Surrogate)
  February - December 1932 (Digital Surrogate)
  January - August 1933 (Digital Surrogate)
  1934 - miscellaneous (Digital Surrogate)

Postcards of art, sculpture, architecture (blank), 1950 (Digital Surrogate)

Box 2:

Photograph Album:

Music Shop, Paris, 1923 –
  My First Job, Paris - 1923 [digitized: 001.jpg]
  Interior of Music Shop, Paris - 1923 - (2) [digitized: 002.jpg-003.jpg]
Paris - 1923 - (Projet Pour Une Villa En Ciment Armé) [digitized: 004.jpg]
Perspective of Project (above) on page 4 [digitized: 005.jpg]
Project for Touring Club De France - 1923 - (5) [digitized: 006.jpg-010.jpg]
  Model of Project on pages 6-10 (above), Touring Club De France, (2) [digitized: 011.jpg-012.jpg]
Residence for Mr. R.W., 1924 (Paris) [digitized: 013.jpg]
  Model of Project on page 13 (above), Residence for Mr. R.W., (2) [digitized: 014.jpg-015.jpg]
Garden at the International Art Exhibition, Paris - 1925 [digitized: 016.jpg]
Studio of Mr. Albou, Paris - 1926 (5) [digitized: 017.jpg-021.jpg]
Shop for Sonia Delaunay, Paris - 1926 [digitized: 022.jpg]
Garden of Count Charles de Noailles at Hyeres, Riviera - 1926 - (3) [digitized: 023.jpg-025.jpg]
Studio of Miss Therese Bonney, Paris - 1927 - (4) [digitized: 026.jpg-029.jpg]
Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Jacques Heim, Paris Neuilly, 1927 (12) [digitized: 030.jpg-041.jpg]
Residence Heim
  Detail [digitized: 042.jpg]
The garden [digitized: 043.jpg]
Roof garden (3) [digitized: 044.jpg-046.jpg]
View from the third floor terrace [digitized: 047.jpg]
Main entry [digitized: 048.jpg]
Vestibule on first floor (2) [digitized: 049.jpg-050.jpg]
Vestibule on second floor [digitized: 051.jpg]
Living room on second floor (2) [digitized: 052.jpg-053.jpg]
View into living room from third floor [digitized: 054.jpg]
Living room, second floor [digitized: 055.jpg]
Boudoir on second floor [digitized: 056.jpg]
Bar on second floor [digitized: 057.jpg]
Dining room on second floor [digitized: 058.jpg]
Master bedroom on second floor [digitized: 059.jpg]
Stairs to third floor [digitized: 060.jpg]
Small living room on third floor [digitized: 061.jpg]
Play room on third floor [digitized: 062.jpg]
Project for Noubar Pacha residence in Saint-Cloud - 1932 - (3) [digitized: 063.jpg-065.jpg]
Project for Mr. Marcell LeJeune, Saint-Tropez - 1929 - (3) [digitized: 066.jpg-068.jpg]
Remodeling of the apartment of Mr. Delebart, Paris - 1928
  Vestibule [digitized: 069.jpg]
  Living room (2) [digitized: 070.jpg-071.jpg]
  Detail of living room (2) [digitized: 072.jpg-073.jpg]
  Living room (2) [digitized: 074.jpg-075.jpg]
  Detail of living room (2) [digitized: 076.jpg-077.jpg]
  View from dining room [digitized: 078.jpg]
  Dining room [digitized: 079.jpg]
  Table lamp, dining room [digitized: 080.jpg]
  Bedroom (2) [digitized: 081.jpg-082.jpg]
  Bathroom [digitized: 083.jpg]
  View from the dressing room to the bedroom [digitized: 084.jpg]
  Detail of dressing room [digitized: 085.jpg]
  Dressing room [digitized: 086.jpg]
  Detail [digitized: 087.jpg]
Low-cost housing project, Rue Débarcadère 17ème, Paris - 1929 - (4) [digitized: 088.jpg-091.jpg]
Living room of Mr. Martel, Paris - 1931 - (2) [digitized: 092.jpg-093.jpg]
Project for a hotel at Buenos Aires, Argentina - 1928 - (10) [digitized: 094.jpg-103.jpg]
Studio Viennois, Paris – 1930
  Shop-Studio Viennois [digitized: 104]
  Studio Viennois Interior (3) [digitized: 106.jpg-107.jpg]
Project not accepted! But look page 111, Paris - 1931 [digitized: 108.jpg]
Model of project on page 108 (2) [digitized: 109.jpg-110.jpg]
What was built instead of project on page 108 [digitized: 111.jpg]
International Exhibition of Architecture in Vienna, Austria - 1931 - (2) [digitized: 112.jpg-113b.jpg]
International Exhibition of Architecture, Floor lamp - 1926 [digitized: 114.jpg]
Project for a hotel at Juan-Les-Pins, French Riviera - 1930 [digitized: 115.jpg]
Second project for a hotel at Juan-les-pins, French Riviera - 1930 [digitized: 116.jpg]
Aluminum sliding windows for the project hotel [digitized: 117.jpg]
Hotel at Juan-Les-Pins (6) [digitized: 118.jpg-123.jpg]
Prototype for service station of the Societe des Petroles du lauguedoc, Narbonne - 1932 - (2)
[digitized: 124.jpg-125.jpg]
Residence for Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fuche, Budapest -1933 [digitized: 126.jpg]
Residence of Mr. Malak-Aslami, Tehran, Iran - 1933 [digitized: 127.jpg]
Residence of Mr. Panacky, Tehran, Iran - 1934 [digitized: 128.jpg]
Residence of Mr. Siassy, Tehran, Iran - 1935 [digitized: 129.jpg]
Residence of Mr. Khosrovany, Tehran, Iran - 1936 [digitized: 130.jpg]
Project of the Ministry of Industry, Tehran, Iran - 1936 - (3) [digitized: 131.jpg-133.jpg]
Apartment house of Mrs. L. Tragin, Casablanca, Morocco - 1948 [digitized: 135.jpg]
French Academy of Fine Arts, Saarbrücken, Saar School of Architecture, 1946-48 [digitized: 134.jpg]
Lamp wall bracket
    1925 [digitized: 136.jpg]
    1927 (2) [digitized: 137.jpg-138.jpg]
    Corner wall bracket - 1927 [digitized: 139.jpg]
Dressing and chair - 1928 [digitized: 140.jpg]
Chair - 1928 - (2) [digitized: 141.jpg-142.jpg]
Hammock for Thonet - 1929 - (copies in 1949 by Gertz) [digitized: 143a.jpg-143b.jpg]
Repertoire Du Gout Moderne IV, Albert Levy-Editeur, Paris - 1929-30
    Chambre De Dame (3) [digitized: 144.jpg-146.jpg]
    Chambre de Dame, Meubles [digitized: 147.jpg]
    Chambre de Dame, Cabinet de Toilette [digitized: 156.jpg]
    Salle de Bains [digitized: 148.jpg]
    Salle D'Exercises et de Massage [digitized: 151.jpg]
Repertoire Du Gout Moderne V, Albert Levy-Editeur, Paris - 1929-30
    Hall et Sieges [digitized: 149.jpg]
    Salon-Fumoir [digitized: 150.jpg]
    Salon [digitized: 152.jpg]
    Salon, living room et bar [digitized: 153.jpg]
    Salon et terrasse [digitized: 154.jpg]
    Jardin, d'Hiver et bibliotheque [digitized: 155.jpg]